Onxeo S.A. Secures $7.5 Million of
Non-Dilutive Capital from SWK Holdings
Corporation Through the Partial Sale of
Future Beleodaq® Royalties

Torreya served as financial advisor to Onxeo in the transaction
Paris, France, June 7, 2018

Onxeo S.A., a biotechnology company specializing in the development
of innovative drugs against rare or resistant forms of cancer, today
announced that it has entered into a royalty agreement with SWK
Holdings Corporation, a US life science focused specialty finance
company. Under the terms of the transaction, Onxeo will receive an upfront amount of $7.5 million through
the issuance of bonds entitling SWK to receive up to $13.5 million of future royalties and milestones on net
sales of Beleodaq® (belinostat) in territories licensed to Spectrum Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
This non-dilutive capital extends Onxeo’s cash runway through early 2020, and helps drive the
development of Onxeo’s key programs, notably AsiDNATM, through multiple significant inflection
points over the next 12 to 18 months.
Torreya’s Capital Markets team served as financial advisor to Onxeo in the financing. Our team
continues to be dedicated to raising capital for our corporate clients via structured transactions and
royalty monetizations. This is our eighth royalty deal since the start of 2016. Torreya has advised on
over 36 strategic and financing transactions in the life sciences industry in the last 18 months.
ABOUT ONXEO S.A.

For more information about Onxeo, please see: www.onxeo.com
ABOUT SWK HOLDINGS CORPORATION

For more information about SWK Holdings, please see: www.swkhold.com
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